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ABSTRACT

CRISPR-Cas9 is an RNA-guided DNA endonuclease
involved in bacterial adaptive immunity and widely
repurposed for genome editing in human cells, an-
imals and plants. In bacteria, RNA molecules that
guide Cas9′s activity derive from foreign DNA frag-
ments that are captured and integrated into the host
CRISPR genomic locus by the Cas1-Cas2 CRISPR
integrase. How cells generate the specific lengths of
DNA required for integrase capture is a central unan-
swered question of type II-A CRISPR-based adaptive
immunity. Here, we show that an integrase supercom-
plex comprising guide RNA and the proteins Cas1,
Cas2, Csn2 and Cas9 generates precisely trimmed
30-base pair DNA molecules required for genome in-
tegration. The HNH active site of Cas9 catalyzes ex-
onucleolytic DNA trimming by a mechanism that is in-
dependent of the guide RNA sequence. These results
show that Cas9 possesses a distinct catalytic capac-
ity for generating immunological memory in prokary-
otes.

INTRODUCTION

CRISPR-Cas (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats-CRISPR-associated) bacterial adap-
tive immune systems capture and store viral sequences in
the genome for expression as guide RNAs that direct Cas
proteins to disrupt viral infection (1). In type II CRISPR-
Cas systems, Cas9 is the RNA-guided DNA endonuclease
that targets and cuts double-stranded DNA bearing com-
plementarity to the guide RNA sequence (2,3). Cas1 and

Cas2 are phylogenetically conserved proteins that integrate
virally derived DNA spacers into the CRISPR genomic
sequence array while preserving the genomic integrity
of the host (4–8). Although the enzymatic functions of
Cas9-guide RNA and the Cas1-Cas2 integrase were defined
independently, several lines of evidence suggested that in
bacteria, these components function together to both
acquire and deploy new viral sequences in the CRISPR
immune pathway (9,10).

First, Cas9 helps select spacer sequences with a short
PAM sequence motif at one end, preventing autoimmunity
in host cells (11). Second, Cas9 can assemble with Cas1,
Cas2 and a third protein, Csn2, to form a supramolecu-
lar complex, within which its function is unclear (9,12,13).
Third, although a Cas9 mutation enhanced DNA spacer
acquisition in vivo, the mechanism for this observation
has remained elusive due in part to the dynamic nature
of the Cas9-integrase supercomplex (14). Structural stud-
ies showed that a subcomplex including Cas1, Cas2 and
Csn2 binds to DNA spacer molecules of the correct 30-
base pair length for CRISPR array integration (13), but
the absence of Cas9 in this complex left the question of its
role in the acquisition process unanswered. Finally, neither
the Cas1-Cas2-Csn2 spacer capture complex structure nor
the mechanism of site-specific DNA integration catalyzed
by Cas1-Cas2 (4,10,15) can explain the generation of pres-
pacer DNA integration substrates, leading us to hypothe-
size a role for Cas9 in this process.

Using a combination of cell-based experiments and bio-
chemical reconstitution, we show here that a guide RNA-
Cas1-Cas2-Csn2-Cas9 integrase supercomplex processes
DNA substrates to the correct length for integration in vitro,
and that the Cas9 component provides this enzymatic ac-
tivity by a mechanism that is independent of RNA-guided
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DNA binding. In vivo experiments show that the nucle-
ase activity of Cas9 is dispensable for acquiring canoni-
cal sized substrates, indicating that cellular nucleases other
than Cas9 can also perform this DNA trimming activ-
ity. Taken together, our work shows how the guide RNA-
independent exonucleolytic activity of Cas9 helps to gener-
ate canonical sized substrates for integration by the Cas1-
Cas2 integrase and provides a better understanding for the
role of Cas9 in the adaptation pathway.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and growth conditions

Staphylococcus aureus RN4220 (16) was cultured in heart
infusion (HI) or broth heart infusion (BHI) at 37◦C.
For plasmid maintenance, 10 �g/ml chloramphenicol was
added to the media when applicable. For all the infection
experiments, phage �NM4�4 was used (9).

Plasmid construction

Construction of the plasmids containing the Streptococ-
cus pyogenes Type IIA CRISPR-Cas system with a sin-
gle repeat and either wild-type Cas9 (pGG32) or dCas9
(pRH227) on the pC194 backbone (17) were described in
a previous publication (9). Versions of pGG32 contain-
ing D10A Cas9 (pPM246) and H840A Cas9 (pPM247)
were constructed from two-piece Gibson assemblies (18)
by amplifying pGG32 with the primer pair H064-H295
and using either pRH202 or pRH203 amplified with H061-
H296, respectively. pRH202 and pRH203 were also as-
sembled using 2-piece Gibson reactions by amplifying
pRH087 (9) with primer pairs L431-B337 and B295-
B338 for pRH202 and with L431-B339 and B295-B340
for pRH203. Plasmids containing the S. pyogenes Type
IIA (�Cas1, �Cas2 and �Csn2) with �NM4�4 tar-
geting spacers of different lengths were built by insert-
ing the spacers in pBD184 (19) using BsaI cloning. The
spacers were made and inserted in the plasmids by an-
nealing the following primer pairs and ligating them
in BsaI digested pDB184: PM1206-PM1207 (pPM235–
30bp), PM1266-PM67 (pPM235–35bp), PM1268-PM1269
(pPM235–40bp) and PM1270-PM1271(pPM235–45bp).
All the constructed plasmids were electroporated in S. au-
reus RN4220 as previously described elsewhere (19). A list
of all oligonucleotide sequences used for PCR and molec-
ular cloning in the S. aureus (in vivo) experiments are men-
tioned in Supplementary Table S1.

Protein expression and purification

The co-expression of the supercomplex was done using
a construct containing His10-Cas9-Cas1-Cas2-Csn2 as re-
ported earlier (9). The plasmid containing the co-expression
vector was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 Rosetta
(DE3) cells. Cultures were induced for 16 h with isopropyl
�-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and the cells were
lysed by sonication. The cell lysate was first purified by Ni-
NTA affinity chromatography. The eluates were dialyzed
and further subjected to ion-exchange chromatography by
using Heparin columns. For ion-exchange chromatography,

elution was performed using a concentration gradient with
Buffer A (20 mM HEPES, 1000 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP,
1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol at a pH of 7.4) and Buffer B (20
mM HEPES, 0 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, 1 mM EDTA, 5%
glycerol at a pH of 7.4). For binding and molecular weight
measurements, the elution peak from the Heparin column
containing all four proteins was mixed with a spacer and
sgRNA of choice and incubated at 4◦C for 2 h before inject-
ing into a Superdex 200 10/300 increase column. The buffer
composition was 20 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM
TCEP, 1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol at a pH of 7.4. Variants
of the supercomplex containing either Cas9 nickase (D10A
or H840A) or a dCas9 (D10A and H840A) were created
by introducing point mutations into the parent construct
by golden-gate cloning and were purified using the proto-
col mentioned above. Cas1 and Cas2 proteins were purified
using the same protocol as reported earlier (15).

DNA and sgRNA preparation

All DNA oligonucleotides used in this study were syn-
thesized by integrated DNA technologies. Prespacers were
prepared by annealing the complementary strands in hy-
bridization buffer (20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, pH 7.4) and heating at 95◦C for 5 min followed
by slow cooling to room temperature. A list of all differ-
ent prespacers used in this study have been shown in Sup-
plementary Tables S2, S4, S5 and S6. The sgRNAs used in
this study were synthesized by integrated DNA technolo-
gies. The sgRNA sequences used for all in vitro processing
assays and for selection of full-site integration products are:

Comp sgRNA:
UCUUCGAAGACCGUUUCUUUGUUUUAGAGC

UAUGCUGUUUUGAAAAAAACAGCAUAGCAA
GUUAAAAUAAGGCUAGUCCGUUAUCAACUU
GAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCGGUGCUUCG

Non-comp sgRNA:
GCUUAGAUAGUCGAUAGCAUGUUUUAGAGC

UAUGCUGUUUUGAAAAAAACAGCAUAGCAA
GUUAAAAUAAGGCUAGUCCGUUAUCAACUU
GAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCGGUGCUUCG

sgRNA scaffold:
GUUUUAGAGCUAUGCUGUUUUGAAAAAA

ACAGCAUAGCAAGUUAAAAUAAGGCUAGUCCG
UUAUCAACUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCG
GUGCUUCG

SEC-DALLS measurement

Stoichiometry determination of the supercomplex was per-
formed using size-exclusion chromatography coupled to
dual-angle laser light scattering. Supercomplex was first pu-
rified using Ni-NTA affinity chromatography followed by
ion-exchange chromatography on a Heparin column. The
purified fraction was complexed with a pre-spacer DNA
and an sgRNA having sequence complementarity to the
pre-spacer DNA being added. The complex was then in-
jected into Superdex 200 10/300 Increase coupled to an Ag-
ilent 1260 Infinity Multi-Detector system. The buffer com-
position was 20 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP,
1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol at a pH of 7.4. A 658 nm laser was
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used to perform light scattering. UV (280 nm), UV (260 nm)
and light scattering signals at 90◦ were collected. The eluting
fractions were analyzed to assess the molecular weights of
the components. Bio-SEC software (Agilent) was used for
data analysis and molecular mass calculations.

In vitro prespacer processing assay

For prespacer processing experiments, Cas1-Cas2 integrase
or the supercomplex with a complementary sgRNA/non-
complementary sgRNA/sgRNA scaffold were incubated
together at a concentration of 0.5 �M on ice for 1 h. The re-
spective protein mixtures (Cas1 and Cas2) or the ribonucle-
oprotein complexes (supercomplex or Cas9) was incubated
with 1 �M annealed prespacer substrates for 60 min at 37◦C
in processing buffer (HEPES 20 mM, KCl 200 mM, DMSO
10%, MgCl2 5mM, pH 7.4). The reactions were quenched
with 25 mM EDTA and Proteinase K. Loading buffer con-
taining bromophenol blue (BPB) was added to the reactions
and heated at 80◦C for 10 min. The samples were then sepa-
rated on 15% Urea-PAGE. Prespacer substrates used in all
the processing reactions were unlabeled and the bands were
visualized by post-staining the gels with SYBR gold. All the
end-point experiments were performed at a 60-min time-
point whereas the kinetic measurements were performed at
time-points of 5, 10, 20, 40, 60 and 120 min. Quantitation
of the processed products was performed from three repli-
cates using Image lab software. Linear regression was used
to determine the processing rates using Graph Pad Prism,
8.0.

Selection for full-site integration products

Prespacer substrates were designed to facilitate Golden
Gate-mediated insertion of a chloramphenicol selection
cassette into pCRISPR (containing an Ampicillin cassette)
only upon full-site integration of the prespacer by Cas1-
Cas2 integrase or the supercomplex. Specifically, two abut-
ted and inverted BbsI restriction sites were encoded in the
center of each prespacer substrate, with overhangs designed
to be complementary to the BbsI-generated overhangs at
the edges of the chloramphenicol selection cassette. In total,
the BbsI recognition and cleavage sites occupied the central
24 bp of each prespacer. In vitro integration reactions were
performed with the designed prespacers as described in the
section above. The reactions were quenched by the addition
of 25 mM EDTA. The products of the integration reactions
were purified using a DNA Clean and Concentrator 5 kit
(Zymo Research) and eluted with 6 �l water. The purified
products were subjected to a gap-filling reaction (20 �l to-
tal, 37 C for 30 min) in which 3′ ends were extended by a
non-displacing DNA polymerase and nicks were ligated: 6
�l purified acquisition reaction, 2 �l Taq DNA ligase (80
U, NEB), 1 �l T4 DNA Polymerase (1 U, NEB), dNTP So-
lution Mix (1 mM each, NEB), 2 �l 10x Taq DNA Ligase
buffer (NEB), 6.5 �l water. Gap-filling reactions were again
purified using the Zymo Research kit as described above.
A Golden Gate-compatible chloramphenicol cassette was
generated by PCR using a forward primer:

GGCCGAAGACGCAGATCTTATATCGTATGGGG
CTGACTTCAGGTTGATCGGGCACGTAAGAGGT
TCC

and a reverse primer:
GGCCGAAGACGCGAAACTTATATCGTATGG

GGCTGACTTCAGGACCAATAAAAAACGCCCGGC
encoding BbsI sites, and this amplicon was purified with

the E.Z.N.A Cycle Pure Kit (Omega Biotek). The purified
gap-filled products and chloramphenicol selection cassette
were subjected to Golden Gate cloning using a standard
BbsI assembly protocol.

Golden Gate reactions were purified using the Clean and
Concentrate 5 kit as described above, eluted in 6 �l H2O,
and 3 �l was electroporated into 25 �l E. coli strain E.
cloni 10G Elite electrocompetent cells (Lucigen). Electro-
porated cells were recovered in 975 �l pre-warmed Luci-
gen recovery medium for 1 h at 37 C, serially diluted in
LB media, spot-plated (5 �l per spot) on LB agar contain-
ing 100 �g/ml carbenicillin and 25 �g/ml chloramphenicol
and incubated overnight at 37 C. Individual colonies were
picked into 1 ml TB medium containing carbenicillin and
chloramphenicol in 96 deep well blocks (Costar) and grown
in a shaking incubator (Multitron) overnight at 37◦C and
750 rpm. Plasmids were purified and Sanger sequenced with
primers binding inside the chloramphenicol resistance cas-
sette and oriented outward toward the flanking CRISPR
array:

GGCCCGTCTCACTTTCATTGCCATACGAAATT
CCGGATGAGC

and GGCCCGTCTCGAAAGACGGTGAGCTGGT
GATATGG.

For each colony, the forward and reverse Sanger sequenc-
ing reads were concatenated and annotated using a ref-
erence feature database derived from known features on
pCRISPR. Colonies were excluded from analysis if Sanger
sequencing traces were low quality or uninterpretable; if the
spacer was integrated at a site other than the edge of a di-
rect repeat; if the integrated spacer was flanked by noncon-
secutive spacers from the original CRISPR array; or, in rare
circumstances, if mutations or indels in the prespacer ends
were observed (likely stemming from oligonucleotide syn-
thesis errors).

Infection growth curves

Overnight cultures were diluted 1:100 in 5 ml of BHI with
5 mM CaCl2 and 10 �g/ml of chloramphenicol. The cul-
tures were then grown for 1 h and 15 min and normalized
to OD600 = 0.3. About 150 �l of each culture was added to
three wells of a 96-well plate. When appropriate, bacterio-
phage was added directly to the well at a MOI of 1. Bacte-
rial growth was monitored over time in a microplate reader
(TECAN Infinite 200 PRO) by recording the OD600 of each
well every 10 min.

Plaque formation assay

About 100 �l of an overnight culture mixed with melted
50% heart infusion agar with 5 mM CaCl2 and 10 �g/ml
of chloramphenicol was plated on BHI plates. About 3 �l
of 10-fold serial dilutions of phage were plated on the lawn
of cells once the agar had solidified. The next day, photos
of the plates were taken using a plate imager (FluorChem
HD2).
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Spacer acquisition in S. aureus

Spacer acquisition was performed as previously described
(20) with slight modifications. Briefly, overnight cultures
from single colonies were diluted 1:100 in BHI with 5 mM
CaCl2 and grown for 1 h and 15 min. Then, the optical den-
sity (OD600) was recorded, and all the cultures were diluted
to OD600 = 0.3. The cultures were infected with �NM4�4
at a MOI of 100 for 30 min. Next, the cells were pelleted
at 10 000 RPM for 3 min and flash frozen in liquid nitro-
gen. The frozen pellets were stored at -80◦C until plasmid
extraction for next-generation sequencing.

PCR amplification of CRISPR loci for next-generation se-
quencing

Plasmid from frozen RN4220 pellets were obtained using
a modified QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit protocol described
elsewhere (21). PCR amplifications of the CRISPR loci
were performed as previously described with slight modi-
fications (20). Briefly, 250 ng of DNA was used for amplifi-
cation with primer PM168 and a cocktail of three primers:
PM375, PM376 and PM377. For each sample, a modified
PM169 primer containing five random nucleotides and a
unique 3–5 bp barcode at its 5′-end was used to track each
sample in the sequencing data. The PCR products were an-
alyzed on a 2% agarose gel and locations corresponding for
expanded CRISPR loci were extracted. Samples prepara-
tion for high-throughput sequencing was performed exactly
as previously described (20).

High-throughput sequencing data analysis

Using a custom Python script, the spacer sequences aligning
perfectly to �NM4�4′s genome was extracted and the num-
ber of reads and the length for each spacer were recorded.
The number of reads for each spacer sequence was normal-
ized to account for PCR biased as previously described (21).
For each sample, the number of unique spacer sequences
with the same length was calculated and graphed as a per-
centage of all unique spacer sequences in that sample.

RESULTS

Demonstration of spacer integration and function in vivo

The physical association between the type II-A Cas1, Cas2,
Csn2 and Cas9 proteins has previously been established
(9,12,13) but the role of this complex in the adaptation path-
way has remained unclear. Using the co-purified complex
of S. pyogenes Cas1, Cas2, Csn2, Cas9 complexed with a
guide RNA, we aimed to determine its role in the acquisi-
tion of new spacers into the CRISPR array (Figure 1A and
Supplementary Figure S1). CRISPR arrays acquire spacers
of a strictly defined length adjacent to the leader-proximal
repeat in vivo (15,22). However, under in vitro conditions,
CRISPR integrases have been shown to acquire spacers of
lengths spanning a wider range and at more promiscuous
integration sites (4). To determine whether CRISPR func-
tion requires spacers of a specific length in bacteria, we first
tested whether the physiological 30-bp spacer length is crit-
ical to establish phage immunity in the type II-A CRISPR-
Cas system. Plasmids encoding spacers 30–45 base pairs

in length and complementary to sequences adjacent to a
protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequence in �NM4�4
phage (9) (Figure 1B) were introduced into Staphylococcus
aureus RN4220 cultures (a strain lacking natural CRISPR-
Cas loci) (16) and harboring the S. pyogenes CRISPR-
Cas9 gene (9). Results of a plaque-formation assay after
�NM4�4 phage challenge (Figure 1B) showed no differ-
ence in protection from phage infection with the different
spacers, indicating that nonphysiological spacer length does
not compromise CRISPR-based immunity (Supplementary
Figure S2). This is, however, not surprising since Cas9 only
protects ∼20 nucleotides of the spacer from degradation
by cellular RNases. The additional sequence encoded by
the longer spacers is therefore unlikely to affect the Cas9-
crRNA-tracrRNA complex involved in target interference.
We next tested the length of spacers acquired in vivo by con-
ducting adaptation experiments in which S. aureus RN4220
cultures containing a S. pyogenes type II-A CRISPR-Cas
system (lacking the natural CRISPR array from S. pyo-
genes SF370 and harboring a single repeat) were challenged
with �NM4�4 phage (Figure 1C). Deep sequencing of the
acquired spacers showed that a majority of those spacers
were 30–31bp in length (Figure 1D). These results showed
that although longer spacers are not detrimental to the sys-
tem, the CRISPR integrase acquires precise-length spacers
in vivo (4,8,15), implying that the integration machinery it-
self, or its interactions with cellular factors, generate inte-
gration substrates that are optimal for integrase chemistry.

Cas9-integrase supercomplex trims integration substrates to
a canonical size in vitro

Previous studies using in vitro assays from the type II-A
system focused on the final step of the integration path-
way (15,23) without addressing the mechanisms of inte-
gration substrate production. To test whether the Cas9-
integrase supercomplex (including Cas1, Cas2, Csn2, Cas9
and guide RNA; hereafter referred to as the supercomplex
(SC)) is capable of DNA fragment processing and accu-
rate integration, we devised an acquisition assay in which
products formed during in vitro plasmid integration reac-
tions are selected following transformation into E. coli (Fig-
ure 2A). Acquisition reactions were conducted using DNA
fragments of different lengths and containing internal re-
striction sites to accommodate subsequent insertion of a
selectable marker. A chloramphenicol resistance cassette
cloned into newly inserted spacers enabled integration prod-
uct selection by bacterial transformation and outgrowth in
presence of chloramphenicol and ampicillin (Figure 2A).
CRISPR arrays from individual colonies were sequenced
to determine spacer integration site, orientation and length.
Both the Cas1-Cas2 integrase and the Cas9-integrase super-
complex catalyzed full-site spacer integration without pref-
erential spacer orientation (Supplementary Figure S3) and
the Cas1-Cas2 integrase alone showed a higher propensity
toward leader proximal integration (Supplementary Figure
S4). Notably, the supercomplex showed a unique ability to
generate integration products that were ∼30 bp in length
regardless of the length of the integration substrates (Fig-
ure 2B–G and Supplementary Figure S5). No such con-
served spacer length integration was observed when the
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Figure 1. CRISPR spacer integration and spacer function are distinct in vivo. (A) Schematic representing the intersection of the integration and interference
machineries for the formation of a Cas9-integration supercomplex. (B) Lengths of different spacers designed to target the protospacer sequence in the
genome of �NM4�4 phage. Ten-fold serial dilutions of �NM4�4 plated on lawns of S. aureus RN4220 harboring an empty plasmid or a plasmid containing
S. pyogenes type II-A CRISPR-Cas system (�Cas1, �Cas2, and �Csn2) with spacers of different lengths. (C) Schematic of the experimental design for
studying the length of spacers acquired upon phage infection. Staphylococcus aureus RN4220 cultures harboring a plasmid containing the Streptococcus
pyogenes type II-A CRISPR-Cas system (with a single repeat and wild-type (WT)- Cas9) was infected with phage �NM4�4. Thirty minutes post-infection,
the plasmids were isolated and the CRISPR loci were amplified by PCR. Phage-derived spacers were analyzed through next-generation sequencing of the
PCR amplicons. (D) Deep sequencing analysis of spacer lengths acquired 30 min after phage infection of S. aureus RN4220.

Cas1-Cas2 integrase alone was used in these reactions; in-
stead, Cas1-Cas2 integrase acquired spacers consistent with
unprocessed substrates. These results demonstrate that the
supercomplex has an intrinsic ability to process longer pres-
pacers to a length of ∼30 bp, the correct physiological
spacer length for the type II-A S. pyogenes system. No-
tably, the processing reaction by the supercomplex did not
depend on sequence complementarity between the guide
RNA (provided here as a single-guide RNA (sgRNA)) and
the spacer sequence.

HNH-domain of Cas9 catalyzes prespacer trimming

Since Cas1 and Cas2 alone did not exhibit DNA trim-
ming activity in our assays, and since Csn2 has no known
enzymatic function (24–26), we tested the possibility that
within the supercomplex, Cas9 is responsible for prespacer
trimming prior to integration (Figure 3A). DNA substrates
of different lengths were incubated with Cas1-Cas2 inte-
grase, wild-type supercomplex or supercomplex containing
dCas9, a catalytically inactive version of Cas9 (Figure 3B

and Supplementary Figure S6). Products of these reactions
showed that no processing occurred in the presence of Cas1-
Cas2 integrase alone, consistent with the results from the
full-site integration assay and previous observations (Fig-
ure 3B) (4,15). In the presence of the supercomplex, how-
ever, prespacers were processed to ∼30 bp products in the
presence of either a complementary (targeting) or noncom-
plementary (nontargeting) sgRNA. No processing was ob-
served when a supercomplex containing catalytically deac-
tivated Cas9 (dCas9) was used, suggesting that Cas9 nucle-
ase activity is directly responsible for prespacer processing
(Figure 3B).

Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 contains two endonuclease
domains (RuvC and HNH) that together generate DNA
double-strand breaks by cleaving opposite strands of the
DNA helix (3,27,28). To determine which of these nuclease
active sites is required for prespacer processing, we tested
mutant versions of the supercomplex containing Cas9 with
either a RuvC-inactivating mutation (D10A) or an HNH-
inactivating mutation (H840A) (2,3). Results showed that
prespacers were processed by supercomplex containing a
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Figure 2. Cas9-integrase supercomplex generates physiologically relevant substrates –CRISPR integration. (A) Schematic of a novel screen developed for
the selection of full-site integration products from the type II-A CRISPR-Cas acquisition machinery. R: Repeats; S: Spacers; *S: New spacer (B–G), distri-
bution of spacer lengths for different kinds of prespacers upon full-site integration by Cas1-Cas2 integrase (blue), supercomplex + complementary sgRNA
(pink) and supercomplex + non-complementary sgRNA (yellow). Sequence of substrates and population size for each given prespacer and complexes has
been listed in Supplementary Tables S2 and S3, respectively.

wild-type Cas9 or the RuvC-inactivating mutation in Cas9,
but processing was abolished by the HNH-inactivating mu-
tation in Cas9 (Figure 3C–E). These results indicate that
within the supercomplex, Cas9′s HNH domain, defined
originally as an endonuclease (2,3), catalyzes exonucleolytic
prespacer trimming to the physiologically relevant CRISPR
spacer length.

Comparing the role of Cas9 for spacer integration in vitro and
in vivo

We next tested whether prespacer processing by the super-
complex affects spacer integration in vitro. Purified sam-
ples of supercomplex containing RuvC-inactivated Cas9
or HNH-inactivated Cas9 were tested using the plasmid
transformation screen described above (Figure 2A). Both of
these complexes generated full-site integration events, but
only the RuvC-inactivated supercomplex produced ∼30 bp

insertions (Figure 4A), consistent with the results from sub-
strate trimming (Figure 3D,E). The HNH-inactivated su-
percomplex generated unprocessed spacers, and more in-
sertions occurred at ectopic sites. To test whether Cas9 is
responsible for prespacer trimming in vivo, we performed
�NM4�4 phage (9) challenge experiments with S. aureus
RN4220 cultures harboring a plasmid containing the S.
pyogenes type II-A CRISPR-Cas system with either a D10A
(RuvC-inactivating) or a H840A (HNH-inactivating) Cas9
variant (Figure 4B). With both of these variants, we ana-
lyzed the sizes of phage-derived spacers acquired into the
CRISPR locus using next-generation sequencing. We were
surprised to find that both these variants of Cas9 resulted
in integration of 30–31 bp spacers as detected in this as-
say (Figure 4C,D). Since the deep-sequencing assay is not
quantitative, it is possible that fewer acquisition events oc-
curred with the H840A Cas9 mutant strains and that the
observed integration events resulted from 30 bp spacers
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Figure 3. The HNH-domain of Cas9 catalyzes prespacer processing. (A) Schematic showing a list of complexes used to test prespacer processing by
Urea-PAGE analysis. (B) Prespacer processing to a canonical size occurred only when prespacers were incubated with WT-supercomplex complexed with
either a complementary or a noncomplementary sgRNA. Cas1-Cas2 integrase or supercomplex containing dCas9 did not show any prespacer processing.
Quantification of the reactions shown have been represented as bar graphs. Error bars are representative of ±SD (n = 3). Time-point is 60 min. (C–E)
Urea-PAGE gels showing kinetics of prespacer processing by supercomplex containing wild-type (WT)-Cas9 (C), RuvC-inactivated Cas9 (D10A-Cas9)
(D) or HNH-inactivated Cas9 (H840A-Cas9) (E).

generated by other cellular nucleases. It therefore seems
possible that Cas9 is not the only nuclease that can cat-
alyze prespacer trimming in vivo. These results are consis-
tent with previous reports showing the dispensability of
Cas9′s nuclease activity for adaptation (9,10) and high-
light Cas9′s contribution to an early step in the integration
pathway.

Role of crRNA spacer sequence for substrate trimming by the
supercomplex

During type II-A CRISPR target interference, the
Cas9:tracrRNA:crRNA complex binds to target DNA at
a site complementary to the 20-nucleotide guide sequence
of the crRNA and adjacent to a PAM sequence (NGG
for S. pyogenes Cas9) (27,29). We tested whether a similar
mechanism of DNA recognition influences binding of
DNA integration substrates by first evaluating the effect
of deleting the crRNA guide sequence on prespacer pro-
cessing (Figure 5A). Under these conditions, the RNA
scaffold lacking the guide sequence maintains its ability to
assemble with Cas9 (27). Surprisingly, the supercomplex
bearing a truncated sgRNA without the 20-nucleotide
spacer sequence maintained prespacer processing activity

(Figure 5B and Supplementary Figure S7). In the absence
of a PAM, prespacer processing was ∼2-fold slower relative
to a PAM-containing prespacer (Supplementary Figures
S7 and S8). Together, these data show that DNA binding
by the supercomplex is independent of Cas9′s RNA-guided
DNA targeting mechanism, enabling integration substrate
precursors with a wide range of sequences to be processed
for acquisition into the CRISPR array. We also performed
experiments to test whether in vitro prespacer trimming
in reactions containing H840A-Cas9-containing super-
complex could be restored by either wild-type Cas9 or
wild-type supercomplex, both containing an intact sgRNA
scaffold. Prespacer trimming could be rescued in both
cases but with comparatively faster trimming kinetics in
case of the supercomplex (Figure 5C). In order to further
understand whether the trimming activity by Cas9 requires
the association of Cas1-Cas2-Csn2, we performed these as-
says with supercomplex containing a sgRNA scaffold and
compared it with Cas9 complexed with sgRNA scaffold
(Supplementary Figures S7 and S9). The results showed
that Cas9 is capable of prespacer trimming even in the
absence of the adaptation module (12), but this activity
is enhanced within the supercomplex (Supplementary
Figure S9).
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Figure 4. Cas9 is required for prespacer processing in vitro but not in cells. (A) Length of integrated spacers upon full-site integration reactions in vitro by
supercomplex containing H840A-Cas9 or D10A-Cas9 (n = 7 for H840A-SC; n = 15 for D10A-SC). Integration events using supercomplex with H840A-
Cas9 led to more ectopic and recombination events, thereby lowering the number of faithful integration events. (B) Schematic of the experimental system
used for studying spacer length acquired upon phage infection by D10A-Cas9 and H840A-Cas9. (C) Deep-sequencing analysis of spacer lengths acquired
30 min after phage infection of S. aureus RN4220 harboring either H840A-Cas9 or (D) D10A-Cas9.

Genomic loci with high propensity toward stalled replica-
tion forks or double-stranded breaks are sources of spacers
generated in bacteria (30). Double-stranded DNA breaks
are repaired by enzymes including RecBCD or AddAB that
processively trim the DN5A ends, generating short frag-
ments with 3′-overhangs that could serve as substrates for
CRISPR integration (1,4). To test the substrate preference
for the supercomplex, we designed a series of prespacer
substrates containing 3′-overhangs ranging from 3 to 25
nucleotides (Figure 5D). After incubation with the Cas9-
integrase supercomplex, we found that prespacers contain-
ing 3′-overhangs between 6–12 nucleotides in length were
completely processed to ∼30 bp products. However, pres-
pacers with longer 3′-overhangs were processed with de-
creasing efficiency (Figure 5D). Additionally, the supercom-
plex had minimal ability to process long double-stranded
prespacer substrates (Supplementary Figure S10). These
findings suggest that S. pyogenes Cas9 can convert DNA
fragments with short 3′-overhangs into properly trimmed
substrates for integration into the CRISPR array (Figure
5E).

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that in the type II-A CRISPR-Cas sys-
tem of S. pyogenes, the Cas9-integrase supercomplex binds
to prespacers, trims them to a size of ∼30 bp and catalyzes
integration into the CRISPR array. Cas9 is a precise RNA-
guided endonuclease for generating double-stranded DNA-
breaks during CRISPR-based adaptive immunity (2,27,28).
The present work uncovers a distinct new catalytic behavior
of Cas9 with potential significance in the adaptation path-
way. We show that the HNH domain of Cas9 functions as a
guide RNA-independent exonuclease in the context of pres-
pacer trimming and helps in generating correctly sized sub-
strates for integration into the CRISPR array by the Cas1-
Cas2 integrase. The prespacer trimming activity of Cas9
is enhanced when in complex with Cas1-Cas2-Csn2 and is
not reliant on guide RNA-based DNA binding. This guide
RNA-independent mode of substrate binding has biolog-
ical significance, because it would enable Cas9 to generate
processed integration substrates from previously unencoun-
tered DNA sequences.
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Figure 5. Prespacer processing by supercomplex is independent of crRNA spacer sequence. (A) Schematic showing the design of sgRNA scaffold. (B)
WT-supercomplex, in complex with sgRNA-scaffold, trims PAM-containing prespacers with relatively faster kinetics. Bar graphs represent the percentage
processing with time, for prespacers either containing or lacking a PAM. Error bars represent ± SD; n = 3. (C) Rescue of in vitro prespacer process-
ing by supplementing H840A-supercomplex with either WT-supercomplex or WT-Cas9. (D) Design of substrates with different lengths of 3′-overhangs
for assessing substrate preference by supercomplex (top). Quantification of processing by the WT-supercomplex for prespacers containing different 3′-
overhang lengths are represented as bar graphs (bottom); n = 3 and error bars represent ± SD. (E) Model of prespacer processing by the Cas9-integration
supercomplex. Self-derived spacers are most frequently derived from genomic loci with a high frequency of generating double-stranded breaks. In S. pyo-
genes, such double-stranded breaks are repaired by AddAB, which creates DNA pieces with long 3′-overhangs. These products can be captured by the
Cas9-supercomplex along with additional cellular nucleases and processed to a canonical size for integration by the Cas1-Cas2 integrase for site-specific
integration.

Complex formation between Cas1, Cas2, Csn2 and Cas9
from the type II-A system has been reported previously
(9,13,31), but the factors determining the stability of this
complex in vitro need to be understood and explored fur-
ther. Csn2 has been reported to act as an interface for the
interaction of Cas9 with Cas1-Cas2 for supercomplex as-
sembly (13,31). Additionally, Cas9 has been shown to asso-
ciate with Cas1-Cas2-Csn2 by a DNA tether (13), indicat-
ing that both protein–protein interactions as well as DNA–
protein interactions contribute to the stability of the super-
complex in vitro. Our experiments indicate that while the su-
percomplex can form in the absence of a prespacer DNA,
it is most stable when both sgRNA and a prespacer DNA

are present. Since prespacer trimming is mediated by both
Cas9 alone as well as an intact supercomplex, it can be ar-
gued that prespacer trimming and adaptation can be medi-
ated by a sequential interaction of Cas9 and the adaptation
module respectively. However, the trimming activity of Cas9
within the supercomplex is enhanced, indicating that associ-
ation of Cas9 with Cas1-Cas2-Csn2 accelerates the kinetics
and/or extent of prespacer processing.

While the mechanism of prespacer generation in type II-
A CRISPR-Cas systems is not well understood, the ma-
chinery responsible for prespacer trimming has been re-
ported for a few other CRISPR-Cas systems. In the type I-
E system from E. coli, DnaQ exonucleases have been shown
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to perform prespacer processing, with the canonical sized
spacers being integrated by Cas1-Cas2 at the leader-repeat
junction in the correct orientation (32). In the type I-A
and type I-C systems, Cas4 nuclease is required for PAM-
recognition, prespacer processing and directional spacer
integration (33,34). In this study, we have shown that in
the type II-A system of S. pyogenes, Cas9 is involved in
prespacer trimming but the precise mechanisms underlying
PAM specificity of prespacer processing and directional in-
tegration of spacer into the CRISPR array remain to be ex-
plored. Sequencing analysis from full-site integration exper-
iments showed that spacers integrated by the supercomplex
are always trimmed to 30 bp but the integration is neither
specific to the leader-repeat junction nor are the spacers al-
ways integrated in the physiologically relevant orientation.
The supercomplex might restrict site-specific interaction of
Cas1-Cas2 with the leader-repeat junction and points to-
ward a kinetic timeline where the dissociation of Cas9 and
Csn2 from the supercomplex would make the Cas1-Cas2
integrase available for site-specific integration. The disso-
ciation of Cas9 from the supercomplex would leave behind
a Cas1-Cas2-Csn2 complex, the structure of which has re-
cently been reported (13). In the Cas1-Cas2-Csn2 structure,
Csn2 wraps around the bound spacer, thereby restricting its
access to both Cas1 and Cas2. Csn2 must eventually slide
off the bound spacer and hand the processed substrate to
Cas1-Cas2 for site-specific integration (15). This sequence
of events is similar to what occurs with Cas4 in type I sys-
tems, where its association with Cas1-Cas2 results in the for-
mation of a higher order structure for prespacer trimming
and is followed by its dissociation from the Cas1-Cas2 com-
plex prior to spacer integration (35).

Since the nuclease activity of Cas9 is dispensable for ac-
quiring canonical-sized spacers upon phage-infection, we
believe that other cellular nucleases in addition to Cas9 can
mediate prespacer processing. Cas9′s capacity for prespacer
trimming may enable horizontal gene transfer of CRISPR-
Cas systems into hosts with diverse genetic backgrounds
(36) by avoiding absolute reliance on specific host nucleases
for immunity acquisition. Taken together, this study estab-
lishes a possible role for the Cas9-integrase supercomplex
that is upstream of the final integration event and outlines
a novel nuclease activity of Cas9 in creating immunological
memory in the type II-A CRISPR-Cas systems.
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